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Abstract 

 Cortisol levels of participants were examined in individuals with Obsessive-Compulsive 

Disorder and healthy controls found in the general population. Participants were required to 

complete the Responsibility Attitudes Scale (RAS) before their blood cortisol levels were 

sampled pre-task to collect baseline data. Both groups completed a Trier Social Test (TSST), 

used to induce stress. The test consisted of an Anticipation period and a Performance period. 

Blood cortisol levels were then measured post-task and compared to their pre-task counterparts. 

The average cortisol level for the OCD group was statistically significant and greater than the 

average cortisol level for the healthy controls who had similar perceived stress. These findings 

suggest that there is a unique experience of each individuals’ reaction to stress, but also 

similarities found in many. OCD-diagnosed individuals with heightened levels of perceived 

responsibility were found to have higher reactivity to stress compared to healthy controls with 

similar perceived levels of responsibility. 

Keyword: obsessive-compulsive disorder, stress-reactivity, blood cortisol levels, stress, 
responsibility  
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Looking at Stress Reactivity and OCD 

 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) affects 3.3 million individuals in the United 

States alone ranking it among some of the most common anxiety disorders affecting men and 

women equally. According to DSM-IV, OCD is defined by the presence of obsessions and 

compulsions, or both. Individuals with the disorder have distressing recurrent or persistent 

thoughts, urges, or impulses that are experienced as intrusive and unwanted causing marked 

anxiety or distress. Often times, this disorder becomes life-consuming and can take more than 

one hour a day solely dedicated to their obsessions and compulsions.  

The facets of this debilitating disorder led us to believe that OCD-diagnosed individuals 

may have a higher reactivity to stress than their healthy controls. Previous research has supported 

this and found that OCD-diagnosed individuals have an inherently higher reactivity to stress via 

cortisol levels (Morgado et al., 2013). This difficult disorder can impact a person’s life, including 

their role as an individual. Common responsibilities, such as taking care of family or working, 

has shown to increase stress as well (Wells, 2003). Vulnerability factors are also common in 

OCD-diagnosed patients. One factor closely linked to the disorder is a higher-professed sense of 

responsibility (Jacobi, Calamari, and Woodard, 2006). Accordingly, these OCD-diagnosed 

individuals’ common responsibilities may bring about higher stress reactivity especially if they 

already have a higher sense of responsibility.  In a study by Yorulmaz, Gençöz, and Woody 

(2010), the relationship between vulnerability traits and OCD symptoms (appraisals of 

responsibility, perfectionism, thought control, and certain personality traits e.g. neuroticism) 

were compared in non-clinical samples. It was found that symptoms such as high responsibility 

is one of the vulnerability factors found in OCD-diagnosed individuals. Similar to this, our study 

was interested in the complex interaction of responsibility with OCD symptoms and stress 
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reactivity. Similarly, Pleva and Wade (2006) conducted a study using the Multidimensional 

Perfectionism scale and Responsibility Interpretations Questionnaire to examine whether the 

relationship between perfectionism, inflated responsibility, and cognitive misinterpretation was 

correlated to OCD symptoms. Misinterpretation of intrusive thoughts was found to partially 

mediate the relationship between perceived responsibility and OCD symptoms, while heightened 

responsibility was the stronger predictor. This supports our hypothesis that having a higher sense 

of responsibility mediates symptoms of OCD.  

To further enforce the idea that responsibility interacted with OCD-diagnosed 

individuals, a study by Arntz, Vonvken, and Goosen (2006) was conducted with OCD-diagnosed 

patients, non-OCD anxiety controls, and non-patients. Participants were individually tested by 

filling out the Padua Inventory, used to measure the strength of different aspects of OCD patients 

(impulses, washing, checking, rumination, and precision) as well as completing directions 

introduced on a cassette player. The participants were either given instructions meant to induce 

high levels of responsibility or high levels. Unlike the study by Fawzy, Fritzler, and Hecker 

(2008) specific OCD sub-types were taken into account and it was revealed that the high 

responsibility group different significantly from all three low responsibility groups. In the study 

by Fawzy, Fritzler, and Hecker (2008) participants were not OCD-diagnosed but rather 

undergraduate female healthy controls. These students were led to believe that a snake had 

escaped from a cage. 50% of participants were led believe that they were responsible for the 

escape and 50% of the participants were believed they were not. Then, half of the participants in 

each group were told to either suppress thoughts of snakes during an exercise or received not 

thought suppression direction. Participants which the snake was a salient stimulus and believed 

they were responsible for the escape had the highest frequency of snake thoughts and highest 
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levels of anxiety before the study was completed. These intrusive thoughts are thought to 

heighten the perception of an individual’s responsibility potentially creating false positives in the 

actual level of responsibility assigned to that person. It is assumed that the general population 

would react this way to specific ‘threatening’ stimuli, but OCD patients seem to have higher 

levels of reactivity.  

 Our goal of the study was to test whether OCD-diagnosed individuals with high levels of 

perceived responsibility would have higher stress-reactivity compared to healthy (non-OCD) 

controls with similar responsibility perceptions. To test this, participants volunteered from the 

general Pittsburgh area and were selected to participant in the study and complete a preliminary 

survey, the Responsibility Attitude Scale (RAS), testing for perceived responsibilities. The 

ratings for the responsibility are on a Likert scale with ranges 1-7. Lower scores mean the 

participants agreed (i.e., 1 = strongly agree) and higher scores mean participants disagreed with 

the statement (i.e., 7 = strongly disagree). Stress reactivity was measured by blood cortisol levels 

in both individuals before and after a Trier Social Test (TSST) was administered. The Trier 

Social Test is designed to induce stress and measure stress response to social situations 

(Kirschbaum et al.,1993). The test is composed of an anticipation period (10 minutes) and a test 

period (15 minutes). The Test period consists of a free speech section and a mental arithmetic 

section both performed in front of a panel of selected judges. 

Method 

Participants 

 Younger adults (1,000 females, 1,000 males, 𝑀"#$ = 19.5 years,  age range: 18-22 years) 

volunteered from the general population using flyers on public transportation (Port Authority), 

Greater Pittsburgh Area clinical doctor’s offices, and through Pitt+Me. Pitt+Me is a program of 
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the University of Pittsburgh’s Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI).  Participants 

were either diagnoses with OCD or were healthy (non-OCD) controls. The sample consisted of 

71% Caucasian, 17% African-American, 9% Asian, and 3% other.   

Materials and Procedure  

  After taking the Responsibility Attitudes Scale (RAS) as a prescreening, individuals 

were recruited to participate in the next step of the study if conditions were met. The RAS is 26-

item questionnaire designed to assess general —how they feel most of the time— beliefs about 

responsibility (Salkovskis et al., 2000). The ratings for the responsibility are on a Likert scale 

with ranges 1-7. Lower scores mean the participants agreed (i.e., 1 = strongly agree) and higher 

scores mean participants disagreed with the statement (i.e., 7 = strongly disagree). Individuals 

with scores between 26-78 were considered ‘high responsibility’ and individuals were deemed 

with having ‘low responsibility’ if their scores fell between 79-182. Once they completed the 

RAS, the researchers then measured blood cortisol levels via blood samples pre-task (before 

TSST) to collect baseline data for each individual. Participants were required to avoid stimulants, 

such as caffeine and nicotine, and depressants, such as alcohol and marijuana, during the course 

of the study. Baseline measurements pre-task were completed at the same time of day (morning 

hours) in each individual in attempts to avoid natural fluctuation in cortisol levels between 

groups. Levels were categorized into two groups: low levels (<25 mcg/dL) and high levels (>25 

mcg/dL). Participants then each completed the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST), a task designed 

to induce stress and measure stress in response to social situations. The test is composed of a 15-

minute stress induced activity divided into smaller components. There is an Anticipation Period 

independent of this activity, where participants are asked to wait 10 minutes until they are called 

to perform. The Test Period consists of a free speech section where individuals are asked to 
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deliver a prescreened speech in front of a panel of three judges. These judges were randomly 

selected from a list of psychologists trained in the administering of the TSST. The second and 

final section in the Test Period consists of the individual performing mental arithmetic out-loud 

in front of the panel of judges.  No notes were made by the panel about the participants’ 

performance. Once finished with the TSST, participants are debriefed before leaving the room in 

which they performed and were directed to another room in which their blood cortisol levels 

were taken. After a final blood sample was taken, we had debriefed subjects. No compensation 

was provided at the end of the study. 

Results  

Analysis focused on participant’s post-task blood cortisol levels in relation to the pre-task 

blood cortisol levels in OCD-diagnosed individuals compared to healthy controls (non-OCD 

diagnosed). Responses were analyzed for each individual using a two-sample (independent) t-

test. T-Tests were performed to test the quality of the experiment. It was predicted that the 

average blood-cortisol levels of OCD-diagnosed individuals would be significantly higher than 

the healthy controls, increasing from their baseline. Participants in the OCD-diagnosed group (M 

= 25, SD = 1.5) showed greater blood cortisol levels than in the participants in the healthy 

control group (M = 17.5, SD = 1.5). The difference between the means is statistically significant 

t(1,998) = 21.25, p < .023.  

Discussion 

 While other factors may contribute to stress reactivity in OCD-diagnosed individuals, the 

present findings suggest that perceived level of responsibility is an important factor in predicting 

OCD and cortisol levels. After comparing our results with previous data, it can be seen that our 

hypothesis for our study is supported.  Participants who have OCD and a higher sense of 
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responsibility were prone to higher levels of stress after a demanding task compared to non-

healthy control groups with similar perceived senses of responsibility. These discoveries show 

that there is something particularly unique about the way OCD individuals experience stress. Our 

findings support the results of Pleva and Wade (2006) which correlated OCD symptoms with 

high cortisol levels and high perceived stress questionnaire scores. The outcomes of our study as 

well as Pleva and Wade (2006), suggest that individuals who are diagnosed with OCD appear to 

have higher levels of cortisol in their blood on average.  

 Our results rejected the findings of Pozza and Dèttore (2014) who completed a meta-

analysis testing whether inflated responsibility of self beliefs are a vulnerability factor to OCD. 

Unlike ours, the findings did not confirm that there was a specificity of responsibility that 

impacted responsibility in OCD-diagnosed individuals. Our results and other literature suggest 

inflated responsibility is a vulnerability factor to OCD, thus effecting stress reactivity and 

cortisol levels. However, it is important to realize certain biases that may have influenced the 

results of our study. 

Strengths 

 The strengths of our study included having strong internal validity provided by the 

Responsibility Assessment Scale (RAS), which accurately placed individuals into either the 

‘high responsibility’ groups or the ‘low responsibility’ groups. The comparison of these two 

groups in relation to OCD participants and healthy controls allowed us to discretely measure the 

difference in stress-reactivity. Also, controlling for the time of day that the blood cortisol levels 

were measured in each group allowed us to maintain consistency in the results, avoiding as much 

fluctuation as possible. Requiring participants to avoid stimulants (caffeine and nicotine) and 

depressants (alcohol and marijuana) also served as effective controls. 
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Limitations 

 In our study participants were not controlled for by the type of OCD subtypes they were 

diagnosed with. Subtypes such as ‘harm’ and ‘hit-and-run’ may predispose individuals to an 

already higher baseline than compared to those such as ‘contamination’. There is no less severity 

in the diagnosis of each group, but different cognitive abnormalities or maladaptive thoughts 

may cause individuals to experience their own responsibility in a different way then as compared 

to others.  

The participants age range could also potentially skew the data creating low external 

validity, which creates a reduction in the generalizability of events found. Many different 

stressful life events that are typically found in early adulthood may lead to very specific 

outcomes in each individual. The transition to college-life, living on your own, financial issues, 

employment, and many other factors could easily influence the amount of responsibility 

perceived versus the actual responsibility of the individual. Inherently with this issue, it becomes 

very difficult to define a proper amount of responsibility that does not induce stress or any 

harmful stress put on the individual. It is almost a case-by-case scenario due to the endless 

amounts of other factors that can not be controlled for. McEwen’s (1998) theory of Allostatic 

Load accurately depicts this phenomenon. Allostatic Load is defined as physical work that the 

body has to do in order to function and keep bringing itself back to baseline of a healthy 

individual. Life stressor events such as emotional distress and threats from a situation can trigger 

the body in wavering from baseline. This may influence biological response potentially affecting 

cortisol levels, as seen in our study.  

Other factors that we did not control for in the measurement of stress-reactivity related to 

blood cortisol levels were sleep patterns, recent physical exercise, sudden illness, certain 
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food/beverage intake, and other unrecorded stressors. These factors may affect both baselines of 

pre-task cortisol measurement and post-task cortisol measurement, thus influencing the actual 

statistical significance of responsibility and its interaction with OCD individuals.  Also, very 

little background information was collected on each participant due to the large sample size of 

the study (N = 2,000), which could lead to cultural biases.  

Future Research  

 Although further work is required to gain a more complete understanding of 

responsibility and its effect on stress-reactivity and OCD, our findings indicate that the 

participants who are OCD diagnosed and have a higher sense of perceived responsibility have a 

higher stress reactivity as indicated by blood cortisol levels. These results do not indicate full 

understanding of the interaction between these variables, but future studies would only enhance 

upon our findings. Higher stress is not usually associated with what is defined as ‘good health’ 

and can even lead to serious health conditions such as cardiovascular disease or other many other 

problems (Hanrahan, 1993). Future psychodynamic teachings could be employed that help to 

alleviate distress the individuals experience and prevent risk of such conditions.  

A more transdiagnostic approach may be appropriate in further analyzing the 

neurological mechanisms of which OCD, stress-reactivity, and responsibility seem to reside. 

This could provide insight into why OCD-diagnosed patients with the same perceived levels of 

responsibility may have a greater reaction of the Endocrine System than compared to healthy 

controls. In order to assist the patient and provide future treatments that not only help them 

psychologically, but physically, future studies may need to pursue the development of 

pharmaceuticals specific to lowering levels of blood cortisol levels or even find methods to block 

membrane Glucocorticoid receptors (mGRs) which are the receptors which cortisol binds to in 
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the brain (Tasker et al., 2006). Combined with psychotherapy, this treatment could provide 

individuals with significant results.  
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Tables and Figures 

 

Figure 1: Bar graph reporting the average cortisol levels for both conditions. 
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